Theorem
1. There exists only a countable number of mutually exclusive simple triods in the plane.
Proof. Let (R= {J?,-}i"i be a countable collection of open discs in the plane which forms a base for the usual topology. Let T be a simple triod in the plane and let R(T, 1) be an element of (R which \"~2be elements of 61 contained in {7(7", n) }t-2, respectively.
The triod T is thus associated with a quadruple of elements of (R. Let V be a simple triod such that TT\T=0 and let {R(T, n) }*"i be the quadruple of elements of fft associated with T'. Since TT\ T = 0, it follows that if R(T, 1) =R(T', 1) then two of the sets {l(T't n) }n,2 must be a subset of one of the sets {7(2", w)}*,2. Because of the method used to select the quadruple associated with a given triod, it follows that the two quadruples {RiT, w)}*=i are not identical. It follows that any collection of mutually exclusive simple triods can be placed in 1-1 correspondence with a subset of the collection of all quadruples of elements of 01 and hence is a countable collection.
